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Abstract

Graph-structured data and its attendant "network science" are a leading paradigm in data analytics. As a kind of relational
mathematical model, graph data are typified by sparse connections amongst a large collection of entities, as is common, for
example in social, biological, or infrastructure networks.

Graphs code pairwise associations between entities, and we thus recognize them as a special case, compared to the general
case of coding associations amongst an arbitrary number of entities. Hypergraphs are this more general structure, providing
a natural representation of a range of such sources as set-valued data, tabular data, and bipartite data.

As hypergraph-structured data are more general than graph-structured data, so hypergraphs formally generalize graphs as
mathematical objects; indeed, we can conceive of hypergraphs literally as "multi-dimensional graph". But while hypergraph
methods are not novel in data science, they are hardly prominent. This is in large part due to their higher formal and data
complexity, despite the ubiquity of multi-dimensional data sources. But researchers willing to pay the price for hypergraph
methods can gain both a more natural structure for multi-dimensional data, and a much richer mathematical paradigm to
operate in, including access to a collection of combinatorial and topological methods not available on graphs.

Our research group is dedicated to this range of topics in complex data analysis. In this talk I will review this landscape,
including the mathematical foundations of hypergraph models, generalizations of network science methods to multi-
dimensional graphs, the use of hypergraphs as the foundations of canonical information fusion methods based on
topological sheaves, and our applications to both test and real-world data sets.
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